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Document Management
Benefits
• Complete chart within EMR
less than 24 hours post
discharge
• Prioritized high dollar charts
• Real-time tracking of record
discharge to EMR
integration
• Reduced DNFB under two
days
• Increases eligibility for
HIMSS Stage 7

You have spent millions of dollars

• Efficiently and consistently
fills coders’ queues

on implementation of your EMR to find out you’re still not paperless!
The fact is most healthcare providers are not 100% paperless. Most
EMRs are capable of digitizing the majority of the record, however
outside records, telemetry strips, ancillary results, signed consents,
ambulance run reports and “shadow charts” are key parts of a
patient’s record often remaining in paper. Paper records not only
disqualify your organization for HIMSS Stage 7, but also increase
your overall risk as well as create workflow inefficiencies negatively
affecting your DNFB and bottom line.
STAT Informatic Solutions’ unmatched turnaround time ensures
your coders’ queues are filled faster resulting in quicker billing,
greatly benefiting your revenue cycle. We work around your coder‘s
schedules, ensuring their queues are full by the time they start their
day. If coding becomes a bottleneck, digital records allow increased
flexibility for remote coding through third parties, such as STAT’s
Coding Solutions.

To find out more about
how STAT Informatic
Solutions can help with
cost efficiencies through
Document Management, visit
www.statinformaticsolutions.com

Unlike traditional document management where records are simply scanned to a disk or file, STAT
Informatic Solutions’ software integrates directly with your EMR. STATrack, our proprietary software,
allows full transparency of your patients’ record through real-time tracking from floor pick-up to
integration within your EMR. STATrack also provides data analytics of our chart processing, providing
your management complete oversight of the process.
Our team utilizes these same tools to monitor productivity, assign priority and measure quality in
order to deliver the utmost efficiency, highest quality and most accurate service in the industry. In
addition, our customer service exceeds anyone in the industry. Our customizable offerings allow the
flexibility to work with your individual organization at a personal level.

Our Promise
• Guaranteed turnaround time under 24 hours, often
much sooner
• Reduced Discharge Not Final Billed (DNFB) and
Accounts Receivable Outstanding
• Prioritize high-dollar discharges accelerating and
maximizing claim reimbursements
• Meet ALL claim submission original deadlines for
reimbursement
• Offer real-time tracking of record from floor pick-up
to integration within your EMR
• Provide metrics and analytics of chart processing
and level of error
• Deliver the highest level of customer service
• Increased overall acceptance of your EMR

“

We take the time to understand your process, adding efficiencies where fit.
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Our Offerings
Whether looking simply to get caught up or stay on top of the game, STAT offers many customized
solutions to fit your needs.
Day Forward Scanning
STAT’s day forward scanning services provide you the lowest cost, highest quality and most efficient
means of digitizing the remaining paper from your EMR. Our knowledge of your revenue cycle is what
separates us from any competition, including an in-house solution.

“

We are experts in recreating and managing workflow of your paper
records discharge to billing - reducing your DNFB and
accounts receivable outstanding.

”

We monitor submission due dates to prioritize charts associated to ensure on time submission. We also
prioritize high dollar charts in order to be coded as soon as possible, reducing DNFB and consequently
accounts receivable outstanding.
Point-of-Care-Scanning
Our scanning services are completely customizable, whether you choose to have the work completed in
one of our 7 state-of-the-art processing centers across the country, choose a private centralized
processing center or have the work done directly within your facility. STAT can make it happen.
As an additional service, STAT offers POS scanning at
the point of origin. Whether on the floor at the patient’s
bedside or at admissions, these documents are available
instantaneously within your EMR. Our custom computer
on wheels (COW) equipped with self-sanitizing keyboards
safeguards against the possibility for cross contamination
while on the move.
We also offer our custom COW with self-sanitizing
keyboard as a stand-along product.
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Back-file Conversion
Whether your paper records date back to one year or twenty, STAT can handle your largest (or smallest)
back-file conversion project. STAT Informatic Solutions’ archival records team will work with your staff to
remove your archive records without interruption or distraction to their daily workflow. Once on site at
our processing center, we will work to scan and upload ALL your archive records (including color images
and carbon copy paper) to your EMR, EDMS, or our HIPAA compliant cloud-based server.
This process not only eliminates the cost of storage and frees revenue generating space, but provides
access to the medical record easier for improved patient care as well as greater acceptance of your
EMR.
Scan-On-Demand
Looking for space? Wishing you weren’t sitting on ten years of records but don’t have the money to
complete a back-file scan of all the records? STAT offers a scan-on-demand option. This option frees
you of your records and give you the space you need to create a revenue generating apartment within
your hospital. When a record is needed, simply submit a request to our archival records team where
they will pull the record from storage, scan and upload it to your EMR for immediate access. Once
scanned and uploaded, the requested information will always be in your EMR, no need to request it ever
again. This plan allows a hospital to spread out the cost of scanning over a large period of time as well
as eliminates the cost associated to scanning a record which may not be needed prior to its required
retention.

“

Let us take care of

your health information
so you can take care of
your patients.
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Our Solutions
STAT Informatic Solutions offers comprehensive, HIM solutions customizable to your organization’s
needs. Our service offerings of release of information (ROI), document management, coding, eDelivery
and courier services offer unparalleled customer service paired with industry leading accuracy and
compliance ensuring complete customer satisfaction. Complete satisfaction is what brings the process
full circle creating a true partnership.
What separates STAT from our competition is twofold. One, we understand revenue cycle better than
anyone else - customizable workflows vary client to client, site to site. Our workflows are written to
collect all due revenue and maximize your profits. Two, our exceptional customer service is unmatched
by anyone in the industry - understanding your patients, doctors, nurses, care providers and administrative staff are all our customers, our team is trained to provide the highest level of customer service to all
of them. If you find otherwise, I want to hear about it. Please reach out to me direct at (712) 435-7057
ext. 1002.
Brian Verhagen
President/CEO
STAT Informatic Solutions

“

...our exceptional customer service is unmatched by
anyone in the industry - understanding your patients,
doctors, nurses, care providers and administrative staff
are all our customers, our team is trained to provide the
highest level of customer service to all of them.
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